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Lind



Editorial
The featured artist, the first Puerto Rican to be featured in this magazine, is a sculptor as

well as a painter.

In his love and pride of his home town Loiza, known as a centre of African culture, he
reminds me of his earlier compatriot, the great bibliophile and educator, Arturo Schomberg,
who was associated with the The New Negro Movement of early 20th century America: with

the Harlem Renaissance and the New York Library. 

I hope one day to go to the Jardín Botánico y Cultural William Miranda Marín de Caguas in
Puerto Rico, to see his sculpture of Osain, the Yoruba diety of medicine and healing; the

head of this statue, can be seen on the front cover of this issue.

From Puerto Rico, I am happy to present to you, SAMUEL LIND.
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African
Samuel Lind’s studio, nestled in the trees and immersed in art is a fabulous place not only

to visit and purchase art, but to immerse yourself in the ways of Puerto Rico’s African
heritage. His work keeps the island’s African heritage alive and presents it for the world to

celebrate and remember. 

from The Tshepo Institute for the Study of Contemporary Africa

Yoruba
Growing up in the town of Loiza, which the Nigerian slaves of the Yoruba tribe settled in
the 16th century; Samuel Lind proudly embraces his heritage and demonstrates this with

honour and privilege through his art pieces.

from Everything Soulful

Identity
Samuel feels that his art is the instrument that best describes who he is; it is his identity.

His graphic designs depict the importance of culture and he infuses his African heritage in
all of his work 

from African Boricuas
edited by Edmee Cappas Velez



Los Ayala
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Coconut
Lind has always used diverse media and techniques to capture cultural scenes and

tropical beauty. Having been raised in a coastal town where the majority's livelihood was
based on fishing, coconut, traditional food sales and agriculture with the passing of time he

has continued to colourfully portray natural scenes and simple lifestyles. His vision
awakens a more profound connection with nature. 

from Fine Art America

Cassava
Artwork created by Samuel Lind Hernandez is inseparable to his roots at Barrio (district)

Mediania Alta in Loiza, the most important epicenter of Afro-Puerto Rican culture. Lind was
raised in a palm grove in between the road and the beach eating crabs and cassava and

drinking coconut milk. 

from article by Eugenio Hopgood
from Beinvenidos Magazine

Pina Colada
This place is located in the Loiza area where there are a few restaurants. Food is fine,

service is nice but the view, you can't pay for this kind of view of the ocean and the waves
and Isla Verde at the distance. They have a full bar and you can just come and sit and sip

Pina Coladas for hours while you watch the beach.

Rafael A
from Trip Advisor

May 2016



Comparsa De Vejigantes

from Fine Art America
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Ancestry
I've been drawn to Samuel Lind’s work for quite awhile now. His work is
quintessentially Puerto Rico; history, culture, African ancestral pride, an

appreciation and admiration for nature and spirituality. He has an obvious and
deep connectivity to his lovely Loíza, its history and customs.

from article by Lena Del Sol
Lena Del Sol Blog

Sept.2015.

Knowledge
Samuel Lind feels that through meditation he becomes inspired and when he writes about
the works he validates their existence. In Loiza they depend on him to portray their spirit;

in Puerto Rico he was one of the few chosen to do graphic series of cultural events
because of his rich knowledge on how to convey messages through art.

from Everything Soulful

Vision
His vision awakens a more profound connection with nature. 

from Fine Art America



Loiza
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Bailarina en Espera

from Bienvenidos Magazine
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